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Abstract. Purpose: The aim of the prospective study was to evaluate the macro- and microcirculation in the center and periphery
of free flaps with high resolution vascular ultrasound.

Material: Fifteen patients with free parascapular flaps after lower limb trauma were examined six months postoperative. All
ultrasound investigations were performed by one experienced examiner with a multi-frequency linear transducer (5–9 MHz,
Logiq 9, GE). Flow evaluation was angle-optimized using digital image technology with the color coded Doppler sonography
(CCDS) with measurement of the peak systolic, peak diastolic flow velocities and the resistance index (RI).

Contrast harmonic imaging (CHI) with time intensity curve (TIC) analysis was used for quantitative evaluation of the tissue
perfusion. Through a peripheral cubital cannula, a first bolus injection was made of 2.4 ml Sonovue® to evaluate the perfusion
near the flap center and the distal part of the flap.

Results: The combined analysis of all 15 patients showed in the center and in the periphery of the flap a significant increase
(p < 0.01; Wilcoxon signed rank test) of the perfusion (relative units = RUs) in the period of 90–120 s after contrast medium
application (center: baseline perfusion 2.23±0.31 RUs to 5.25±0.90 RUs after contrast medium; periphery: baseline perfusion
3.07 ± 0.44 RUs to 5.80 ± 0.57 RUs after contrast medium).

The separate analysis of the non-bypass group (n = 9) and bypass group (n = 6) showed a clearly higher central flap
perfusion after contrast medium application for the bypass group. The combined analysis of all patients showed RI-values
amounting to 0.79± 0.03. The RI-values of the bypass group were significantly higher than RI-values of the non-bypass group
(p < 0.05; t-test; p < 0.05; Mann–Whitney rank sum test).

Conclusion: The high-resolution ultrasound represents an ideal method for detection of the flow and patency of the bypass
and the small vessels of the free flap. The patency of microvascular anastomosis as well as the perfusion and microcirculation
in different flap territories and tissue layers can be investigated using dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound with subtraction
modalities.
Keywords: Free flap, femoral bypass, vascular ultrasound, contrast harmonic imaging (CHI), tissue perfusion

1. Introduction

Improvements in free-tissue transfer have allowed for lower limb salvage in patients with severe pe-
ripheral vascular disease and extensive soft-tissue wounds with exposure of bones and tendons [1]. In
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patients with not adequate connecting vessels a combination of a vein bypass with a free flap to cover
the defect represents a successful treatment [2].

Many advantages are described for the combination of a bypass with free-tissue transfer for lower
extremity salvage [1]. Reports indicated that free flaps could produce a resolution of rest pain, induce a
neovascularization of the extremity with a collateralization of flap vessels with the surrounding limb. In
theory, the free flap provides supplemental blood flow to the ischemic zone, increases venous drainage,
and promotes angiogenesis. Shestak et al. in 1990 showed that a free flap could serve as the sole outflow
source of a bypass graft in patients who had unacceptable runoff [3]. A free muscle transfer could
potentially provide an extra run-off for a bypass procedure because free muscle flap transferred to a foot
is low-resistance tissue. Almost in all combined procedure one can expect that blood will flow more to
the low-resistance tissue than to the native atherosclerotic arterial bed of the foot [4]. However rarely
a steal syndrome can develop [5]. This entire hypothesis, however, has not been closely studied in a
laboratory setting.

The vascular ultrasound represents an ideal method for detection of the flow and patency of the bypass
and the small vessels of the free flap [6]. The patency of microvascular anastomosis as well as the
perfusion and microcirculation of the flap can be investigated – among other methods [20–22] – using
dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound with subtraction modalities [6].

With the development of high-resolution digital ultrasound technology with contrast harmonic imag-
ing (CHI) the evaluation of tissue perfusion improves. Especially with low mechanical index (MI) tech-
nique with pulse inversion harmonic imaging a dynamic evaluation of vascularisation and perfusion is
possible.

With increasing availability of CHI a real time imaging of tissue perfusion for evaluation of other
organ and soft part tumors as control of therapy is realized. Application includes also the evaluation of
tissue perfusion through the skull [7].

The evaluation of microcirculation of soft tissue, especially of the cutaneous and subcutaneous layers
bears the challenge for high resolution linear CHI. A combination of CHI with the possibility of dif-
ferentiated tissue imaging in B scan modus and the evaluation of perfusion by microbubbles in low MI
technique imaging is needed, the true agent detection modus [8–10].

The following questions have to be answered: does a visible difference consist in the free flap before
contrast medium gift (zero perfusion) and after only 2.4 ml bolus contrast medium (Sonevue®; Bracco)
Is it possible, hence, with this new method to display the microperfusion of the total area of a free
flap, as for example in the centre and in the peripheral tissue of the flap? Is there a difference between
the perfusion centrally and peripheral of the flap? Existence differences for free flaps with and without
bypass? Is there a dependence of the flap perfusion from the recipient vessels? Does the free flap affect
positively the macroperfusion of the bypass?

The aim of our study was the quantification of vascularization and perfusion of free flaps with and
without femoral bypass by contrast enhanced ultrasound.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

Fifteen patients (10 male, three female, patient age ranged from 16 to 75 years, with an average age
of 43 ± 17 years) with free parascapular flaps were examined 6 months postoperative. The cause of the
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tissue defect to the distal third of the lower limb and foot was an acute tissue injury following trauma
(Gustilo grade IIIB) (n = 8), after fibrosarcoma resection (n = 1), peripheral vascular disease with
ulcer of the foot (n = 6). The size of the soft-tissue defects before flap coverage ranged from 7 ×
3 cm to 30 × 12 cm (mean: 17.8 ± 6.6 cm × 7.3 ± 2.5 cm) and flap size ranged from 8 × 4 cm
to 30 × 13 cm (20.4 ± 6.6 cm × 8.9 ± 2.6 cm), respectively. Flaps were connected to the posterior
tibial artery by end-to-side anastomosis in 9 patients and in 6 patients by end-to-side anastomosis to
the popliteopedal bypass. The microvascular anastomoses in all cases were performed using high-power
magnifying glasses (magnification: 4.5-fold). In all patients two veins were anastomosed by end-to-end
anastomosis to the deep veins of the leg. All procedures were performed by one experienced attending
surgeon. The postoperative examinations were performed by one experienced examiner in ultrasound.

2.2. Ultrasound

Patients where examined in resting position after a minimum of 20 minutes of recovery under control
of temperature.

All ultrasound investigations were performed with a multi-frequency linear transducer (5–9 MHz,
Logiq 9, GE). Flow evaluation was angle-optimized using digital image technology in the DICOM
format with the CCDS and automatic spectral analysis with measurement of the maximum systolic and
diastolic flow velocities and the resistance index (RI). Measured data were averaged over at least 3 flow-
spectra. In view of the smaller distal vessel diameter, hemodynamical flow detection was performed
depending of reduced flow velocity with adapted low pulse repetition velocity (PRF) and wall filter
(WF) and increased color and Doppler gain.

To determine perfusion, a contrast-enhanced investigation with contrast harmonic imaging (CHI) was
performed in pulse inversion mode (PIHI). Written patient consent and the permission of the ethic com-
mission of the hospital had been given. Allergic diathesis, incompatibility reactions to contrast medium,
a severe hart disease and the restriction of kidney function were considered as exclusion criteria for a
maximum bolus injection of 5 ml ultrasound contrast agent (Sonovue®, Bracco). Through a peripheral
cubital cannula, a first bolus injection was made of 2.4 ml Sonovue® with subsequent injection of 10 ml
NaCl to evaluate the perfusion near the flap center and the microcirculation in a strictly defined skin
area, which was situated over temperature sensors. With a further bolus injection of 2.4 ml Sonovue®,
the perfusion and microcirculation were evaluated in a defined area of the distal flap tissue. The perfu-
sion was recorded in each case in dynamic digital image sequences over a minimum of 30 s until 120 s
in each case. Grey scale parameters, penetration depth and focus zones remained unchanged.

In a special double image investigation mode, the fundamental B scan morphology of the micro-
vascular flap could be appraised at the same time and the most intensified dynamic flap perfusion was
established in the subtraction mode of the PIHI (true agent detection mode, Logiq 9, GE). Based on these
digital dynamic graphic data, the perfusion curves were then evaluated retrospectively. It was possible
to determine maximum contrast enhancement, inflow time, time of the maximum signal rise and the
area of the entire perfusion curve (area under the curve) using automatic analysis tools. Three defined
circular measurement zones were positioned in the free flap up to 1 cm starting from the cutis. The
perfusion over real time detection by means of low MI technology, with a mechanical index (MI) of
0.15 with representation in curve form due to the averaged individual measurements was then recorded
automatically via the integrated workstation (Logiq Works, Logic 9, GE).
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2.3. Statistics

Relative units (RUs) were calculated as 10{dB-value/10} in order to avoid logarithmic scaling and to
allow statistical analysis on the correct scale niveau. Data are given as mean ± standard error of the
mean (SEM). A paired t-test was used to statistically verify differences between baseline levels and RUs
90–120 s after contrast medium application separately for each group (± bypass: n = 15; no bypass:
n = 9; bypass: n = 6). In case normality testing failed, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used instead
and indicated in the results section. Differences between the bypass and non-bypass group were analysed
using the Mann–Whitney rank sum test and t-test, respectively. A p-value of p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant, whereas p � 0.001 was considered highly significant and results were marked
within the graphs with one or two asterisks, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Anastomosis macroperfusion

The combined analysis of all patients (± bypass; n = 14) showed RI-values amounting to 0.79±0.03,
the non-bypass group (n = 8) showed RI-values of 0.73± 0.04 and the bypass group (n = 6) RI-values
of 0.86±0.03. RI-values of the bypass group were significantly higher than RI-values of the non-bypass
group (p = 0.045 using t-test; p = 0.043 using Mann–Whitney rank sum test).

3.2. Central flap microperfusion

The combined analysis of all patients (± bypass; n = 15) showed a baseline perfusion amounting to
2.23±0.31 relative units (RUs) and a highly significant increase to 5.25±0.90 RUs in the period of 90–
120 s after contrast medium application (p < 0.001 using Wilcoxon signed rank test as normality testing
failed). The separate analysis of the non-bypass group (n = 9) showed a baseline perfusion amounting
to 2.20± 0.47 RUs and a significant increase to 3.88± 0.48 RUs in the period of 90–120 s after contrast
medium application (p = 0.01 using paired t-test). Furthermore, the bypass group (n = 6) showed a
baseline perfusion amounting to 2.27±0.36 relative units (RUs) and a significant increase to 7.31±1.94
RUs in the period of 90–120 s after contrast medium application (p = 0.042 using paired t-test). Even
though there was a clearly higher central flap perfusion after contrast medium application for the bypass
group in comparison to the non-bypass group, this difference was not statistically significant. However,
this may be due to the low number of investigated flaps (see Fig. 1(a)).

3.3. Peripheral flap microperfusion

The combined analysis of all patients (± bypass; n = 15) showed a baseline perfusion amounting to
3.07 ± 0.44 relative units (RUs) and a highly significant increase to 5.80 ± 0.57 RUs in the period of
90–120 s after contrast medium application (p < 0.001 using paired t-test). The separate analysis of the
non-bypass group (n = 9) showed a baseline perfusion amounting to 3.06 ± 0.63 RUs and a significant
increase to 5.42 ± 0.78 RUs in the period of 90–120 s after contrast medium application (p = 0.01
using paired t-test). Furthermore, the bypass group (n = 6) showed a baseline perfusion amounting to
3.07 ± 0.62 RUs and a significant increase to 6.38 ± 0.85 RUs in the period of 90–120 s after contrast
medium application (p = 0.033 using paired t-test). There was no statistically significant difference
between the peripherial flap perfusion values after contrast medium application (90–120 s period) of the
non-bypass and the bypass group (see Fig. 1(b)).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Central (a) and peripheral (b) flap microperfusion before and after contrast medium application. Significant contrast
medium (CM) accumulation 90–120 s after CM application compared to baseline levels; no difference in CM accumulation
was seen between the non-bypass and the bypass group, respectively. Values are mean ± SEM and given as relative units
(RUs = 10{dB-value/10}); ∗p < 0.05 using paired t-test; ∗∗p � 0.001 using Wilcoxon signed rank test as normality testing
failed.

4. Discussion

The most common major complication in microvascular reconstruction of the lower extremity is the
failure of the free flap because of vascular thrombosis. The status of recipient vessels is the most impor-
tant factor affecting the outcome in microvascular transfers, and in traumatic cases it is related directly
to the magnitude of the injury. Trauma and severe peripheral vascular disease are the leading causes
of vessel disease and at all of flap failures. The pulsatility and blood flow through these vessels are of
high relevance. These vessel were friable and prone to spasm on manipulation, and after microvascular
anastomosis seemed to lack the thromboresistant properties of healthy vessels [11–15].

An early detection of flap failure caused by blood flow abnormalities (vascular thrombosis, compres-
sion, twisting) and an immediate reoperation to restore blood flow may prevent free flap failure. Recent
advances in technology and improvements in surgical technique have led to reported success rates for
flap salvage through early intervention in 33–57% of cases [12,16–18]. An ideal monitoring method
should appraise the patency of microvascular anastomoses as well as the perfusion and microcirculation
of flap tissue.

The high resolution linear vascular ultrasound represents an ideal method for detection of the flow and
patency of the bypass and the small vessels of the free flap. The patency of microvascular anastomosis as
well as the perfusion and microcirculation in different flap territories and tissue layers can be investigated
using dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound with subtraction modalities [6,16].

CCDS allows the determination of the hemodynamically flow parameters of the vessel from the upper
and lower leg and the estimation of the bypass flow. Using angle-optimized flow detection the evaluation
of maximum systolic and diastolic flow velocities, the restistance index (RI), as well as the vessel di-
ameter (D) and blood flow volume is possible [8]. Angle-dependent flow representation with CCDS and
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examiner dependence is particular disadvantageous. Flow detection in the free flap is not possible with
CCDS. The new technique of contrast enhanced ultrasound with harmonic imaging (CHI) enables an
evaluation of capillary perfusion. With digital images acquisition a postprocessing could be performed
by quantitative analysis of contrast agent enhancement. Quantitative time intensity curve (TIC) analysis
show the changement of gray scales after bolus injection of the ultrasound contrast agent. The evaluation
of the flap perfusion is already possible with a bolus injection of 2.4 ml Sonovue®. The new technology
of true detection harmonic imaging visualizes the blood circulation within the epidermal, subcutaneous
and epifascial layer. With simultaneous imaging of the dynamic gray scale images it is possible to assess
the tissue architecture at any time. Evaluation of the flap margins and more precisely anastomosis is
facilitated.

A high resolution linear transducer and the contrast harmonic imaging (CHI) with digital data are
necessary for quantitative analysis of soft tissue perfusion. Limitations are that these new ultrasound
techniques are not always available and an expired examiner is necessary. For the first time we could
show that with only an injection of 2.4 ml contrast agent we can be measured the microperfusion in
different territories of the free flap. After injection of the contrast medium a clear increase up to 7 dB
is to be seen. No significant differences between the microperfusion in the centre of the flap and in the
peripheral part were found.

Limiting is to be said moreover that it concerns follow up six months post surgically and already a
neovascularisation of the flap margin from the surrounding tissue is. In the peripheral can be also found
no differences between flaps connected to a popliteopedal vein bypass and without bypass. However, in
the centre of the flap a clearly higher contrast medium increase was in the group with bypass. This also
corresponds with the different resistance index to values. The RI value in the area of the anastomosis
was significantly lower in the group without bypass than in the bypass group. In the bypass a pulsatile
flow was provable.

By these upraised data can be underpinned our hypothesis that with the free flap the outflow of the
bypass is improved. Normally the arteriosclerotic vessels limited the run off of a crural bypass. In com-
bination with a free flap a optimizing of the bypass flow and enhancement of the microperfusion in the
central and distal part of a free flap could be realised.

The combination of a pedal arterial bypass with a free flap helps to protect the bypass for a spontaneous
vascular seal. It came to our nine patients in no case to the seal of the vein bypass. However, this is
with pedal arterial bypass only often the case, because with severe arteriosclerotic occlusive disease the
outflow are damaged in the distal lower leg and foot by microangiopathy. Such arterial bypass also shows
in the duplex sonography no pulsatile flow. In nobody our cases with bypass it came to steal syndrome.

We used only the parascapular flap, a fasciocutaneous flap and no muscle flaps. A free muscle could
provide an higher extra run-off for a bypass than a fasciotuaneous flap, because free muscle is low-
resistance tissue. It is clear that the blood will flow more to the low-resistance tissue than to the native
atherosclerotic arterial bed of the foot. However, which roll the Steal syndrome with free flaps plays
cannot be cleared by the work of Sonntag et al. [5]. Tosenovsky et al. describes a case with bypass and
flap which developed an extensive gangrene of his foot [4]. The bypass was patent and the flap was
viable. Angiogramm demonstrated thrombotic occlusion of formerly patent lateral plantar artery. They
criticize no postoperative angiografic clarification that in the work of Sonntag et al. has occurred and it
is so doubtful. Whether also a seal of the foot arteries was not and nobody steal syndrome. Moreover
according to Ehrenfeld et al. even arteriovenous fistula on the side to which the graft extended did not
caused steal syndrome from the contralateral extremity in the femorofemoral cross-over bypass [19]. If
one thinks, that the venous system has very low resistance and arteriolas and capillars of the muscle have
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always higher resistance based on the physiological findings, so it is uncertain the development of steal
syndrome in free flaps connected to a bypass.

The ultrasound measured data with free flaps connected to a bypass and the gratifying clinical follow
up make us confident that the combined procedure is a very good macro- and microvascular surgery
method to salvage the foot in patients with severe vascular disease. A thorough selection of the patients
is necessary to keep the post surgical morbidity as low as possible.

Furthermore, the method of combined contrast harmonic imaging (CHI) and time intensity curve
analysis (TIC) plus CCDS might enable the examiner to decide in time whether early reintervention
might salvage the flap and whether the problem is mainly based on the macrovascular or the microvas-
cular perfusion of the free flap.
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